Abstract-Content-based image retrieval remains a critical problem in computer vision. In this paper, we study the performance of various content-based image retrieval technique for recognizing the object and scene. We conduct the comparative survey to compare the state of the art bag of words (BOW) framework with other method to help the researcher to understand more and enable researcher selecting the most suitable technique. We carried out the experiment and tested with 3 publicly dataset that are Caltech 101, Caltech 256 and 15-Scene Category dataset with BOW method. We also compare and evaluate the effect on the number of cluster toward the computational time and the accuracy. In addition, the significant of different feature extraction method ap plied in BOW performance is analyzed. In conclusion, we discuss on several key potential research topics towards the content-based image retrieval.
I. INTRODUCTION ontent-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is an active and important research area in computer vision [1, 2] . CBIR is the application of computer vision technique to the image retrieval problem. CBIR refers to image retrieval according to its content from a collection by similarity [1, 2] . The images mainly can be described based on their numerical information basis, which can be obtained by object recognition techniques [3] . There are many CBIR system has been develop, however, only a small number of research on retrieval based on object recognition [4] . The prior research on retrieval based on the object recognition only limited to classify a single class objects such as horse or people [4] . In this paper, we study on the crowding, occlusions, and cluttered scene images. The recognizing task becomes even more difficult when it is involved crowding, occlusions, cluttered in background environment, noise, poor quality and deformable object and also with the present of many objects in the same scene [5] . We evaluate on the performance evolution of content-based Image retrieval for scene categorization using the object recognition technique for scene categorization. The object recognition technique is required to determine the common object that usually exists in the same scene. Thus, this can be used to categorize the scene accordingly. Object recognition in an image is the fundamental challenge [6] in computer vision. In this work, we interested in recognizing scene categories using the image taken by normal rectilinear camera lens. In order to successfully categorize the scene, features of the images should be well extracted and the images descriptors should be presented well to describe the object image.
There are various content-based image retrieval technique have been exploit. Despite all of the efforts, the current CBIR technique still have limitation which is the object image must be the same viewpoint as the image use for the training [4] . The emergence of a large number of feature analysis techniques and machine learning classifiers reported a year has increase the content-based image retrieval research. The comparative study on existing technique is necessary to help and guide the researchers in comparing or selecting the most suitable content-based image retrieval technique. In this paper, we thoroughly review and discuss the existing technique for content-based image retrieval, which certainly vital for further progress in image retrieval area.
II. BAG OF WORD T ECHNIQUES
There are many content-based image retrieval technique has been proposed, however the problem of retrieving images remain largely unsolved. The technique in content-based image retrieval as shown in Fig. 1 .Generally, recent contentbased image retrieval methods mostly rely on bag of word model [7] .
The Bag of word framework is among the popular and wellknown feature representation in information retrieval [8] . This method had been applied by J. Sivic and A. Zisserman in image and video retrieval field [9] . This method not only has shown promising result for object categorization [10] [11] [12] [13] but also for image annotation and retrieval tasks [11, [14] [15] [16] . The latest research find that the Bag of word is the most popular image classification [17] . Generally this method shown promising result and successful in classifying images for object categorization [10, 12, 18] . Besides its efficiency in recognizing the object, this method is fast and easier to implement. It can be improve so that it can be robust to the occlusion object, clutter, non-rigid deformation and viewpoint change [19, 20] .
Despite all the advantages that had been discussed, nevertheless the bag of word method disregard all the spatial layout information [21] . Disregard completely the s patial layout between visual words leads to the missing information of the image composition and the features spatial arrangement, which is useful as a powerful cues for the scene classification task [17, 19] .
A part from that, in bag of word method, detecting and selecting the keypoints from images is one of the process involve in recognizing the object. The BOW feature usually required the large number of keypoints [22] [23] [24] . Due to the large number of detected keypoints in bag of word, this lead to high computational cost in the vector quantization stage. The most crucial part in the bag of word framework is the high computational cost in vector quantization stage [23, 24] [22] .
This study, review some of the latest improvement towards BOW method. The techniques are spatial pyramid matching, sparse coding and Power Normalization. In bag of word framework, the visual words is generate without taking into account its spatial location information. However, the spatial information is really important in object recognition especially in scene categorization. This problem had been address by Lazebnik et. all by introducing the spatial pyramid matching [21] . These methods add the spatial information in the unstructured bag of word model.
IV. DATASET
In previous section, we have discussed numerous contentbased image retrieval techniques. The existence of a great number of competitive techniques causes the natural problem in selecting and choosing the best technique. Generally, to address this problem, the empirical comparison is required. Thus, in order to examine and compare the performance for each of the technique, the dataset and experimental setting standardization is extremely crucial.
There are some public dataset available on the Internet. Different types of dataset normally serve different task in the computer vision field such as object detection, object categorization, object segmentation and others. In this section, we present three diverse standard datasets that are the most widely used, which are Caltech 101, Caltech 256, and 15-Scene categories datasets. The Caltech 101 and Caltech 256 datasets used for object categorization while 15-scene category dataset are used for scene categorization. Each dataset properties are shown in In Caltech 101 dataset, the images are lack of clutter and clean images with most of object are centered and occupy the images. While in Caltech 256, the dataset are large and more cluttered images compared to Caltech 101 and intended to address limitation in Caltech 101. The object images not left right aligned. In contrast to both Caltech dataset, the images in dataset in 15-scene categories consist scene images including wide range both indoors and outdoor environment.
V. COMPARISON OF OBJECT RECOGNIT ION T ECHNIQUES
In this section, we evaluate and present in detail the bag of word framework performance and some of the latest improvement. We also thoroughly evaluate on the impact number of cluster toward the computational time and the accuracy in bag of word approaches . 
A. Experimental Setup
Based on the Bag of word framework specified before, we carried out the experiment to evaluate the accuracy and computational time. We tested with the most widely used standard dataset Caltech 101, Caltech 256 and 15-Scene Category. The objective of this work is to classify the object and scene images according to their category classed.
In this paper, we follow the experiment setup from the previous studies [21, 24, 25] by randomly split the images in every category into two sets, training and testing sets. The average accuracy value for each run was calculated and recorded. The experiments were carried out ten times using the same setup for each category in this datasets. In each experiment, the training set consists of ten images randomly selected from each category and the remaining --images are the testing set.
B. Performance of Bag of Word
Given an input of object and scene images, we categorize the object by extracting the keypoints from the images. We used the bag of word model with surf as a feature extraction since SURF is the fast feature extraction method and has good performance [26] .
This approach followed by creation of the visual codeboo k using the K-Means algorithm. Then, we generate the codebook from the images patch sampled in the training set. Based on the result obtain in [21] , 200 visual words will perform the best. In this work, we generate the codebook with three different visual vocabulary sizes, which are 100, 200 and 400 clusters to compare the effect on the precision and time performance. We used the K-means algorithm to cluster the SURF vector into code words. K-means algorithm is the vector quantization method to cluster the descriptor into cluster. Each descriptor is belongs to nearest mean cluster, serving as a prototype of the cluster. This led to the division of data space into Voronoi cells .
To predict the classification score for each category of images respectively, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used in this work. We choose this technique as the classifier since it is one of the most popular classifier for image classification and widely used as classifier in Bag of Word framework [27] . The multi class classification used in this work is one-versus-all rule. The classifier learned to classify the tested images between each class and assign to the highest respond label of the classifier.
Our first experiment is tested on Caltech 101 dataset and the second dataset tested is Caltech 256. The third dataset involve in this experiment are 15-scene category dataset. The examples of images including the category name are shown in Fig. 2 . The average classification accuracy and computational time for the experiment tested on each dataset are summarizing in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 . The confusion matrix of the experiment tested on 15-scene category dataset using 400 visual words is shown in Fig. 3 . As shown in TABLE 2, the accuracy gradually improves when increase the number of visual words . However the computational time of training increase when increase the number of visual words. In this table, we can see that when we change the parameter of visual words to 400, the training time is high compared to 200 visual words but the testing time is less. This is because it is consume a lot of time during the training to form the visual words based on the large number of cluster. However it is reduce the time in the classification process. Almost similar result obtains in Caltech 256 dataset with our first experiment using Caltech 101. The accuracy improves as increase the number of visual words. However it also increase the computational time. In TABLE 3,we can see that less accuracy obtained in Caltech 256. This is due to the very large number of category involved in this dataset, which are 257 categories. This may greatly effect the misclassification during the classification process. Similarly, the result obtained for 15-scene categories in TABLE 4 also shows when we increase the number of visual words, the accuracy increases and also the computational time become high. From Fig. 3 we can see that, the accuracy for the outdoor environment category is high compared to indoor environment. This is due to the clutter and occlusion and diverse viewpoint object found in the indoor scene images.
To further evaluate the effect on the visual vocabulary size towards the accuracy and time performance, we present the evaluation score on the accuracy and time while increasing the number of visual words in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . 
C. Performance of Spatial Pyramid Matching
After evaluating the state of the baseline bag of word, we evaluate on the importance of the spatial information since the Bag of Word framework discard the spatial information. The Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) framework with SIFT feature extraction is tested with Caltech 101 and 15-Scene Categories dataset with two different parameter number of visual words. We present the accuracy result in From the result obtained in TABLE 5 , it shows that by include the spatial information in the bag of word can greatly increase the accuracy performance.
D. Comparison performance with other method
In our work, we have shown that the accuracy performance and computational time of Bag of Word framework using SURF as feature extraction varies depending on the number of visual words. In order to demonstrate that our proposed method are competitive against other method, we present inTABLE 6, model as shown in TABLE 5, TABLE 6, TABLE 7 and TABLE 8. VI. DISCUSSION Overall, as we can see that the accuracy for all of the dataset tested including scene categorization in both place indoor and outdoor increases as the large number of visual words is used. However, the computational time required increase when we increased the number of visual words. This is due to the large visual words size that sheer amount of time for the process of clustering in the vector quantization step. Based on some comparison from the previous work towards Bag of Word model, we believe that this model still have some limitation in terms of accuracy and time performance. Hence, this can lead to significant degradation performance in a more challenging task. Further, the vital research towards this model is required.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a comprehensive survey emphasizing the recent achievement in bag of word in details as well as the evolution on latest improvement towards bag of word framework. The efficient features extraction from content images incorporates with the optimum classification method are required for the image retrieval process. The creation of generic category object in the large number of category dataset is important as the classification accuracy rates degrade when tested to the large number of category in the dataset. The CBIR technology appears to be interesting research area in developing commercial CBIR application for efficient an accurate image retrieval for management of image collections and drawing archives, electronic publishing and multimedia content creation. From the comprehensive survey that had been discussed in this paper, it shows that the BOW method still have some limitation. The continue and vibrant research is required in order to gradually approaching it.
